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Around 2010,  a series of terrible traffic accidents happened like the drunk 
driving case of Weiming Sun and the drag racing case of Hu Bin. In 2011, the 
Criminal Law Amendment VIII defines competitive driving on public roads and 
drunk driving as criminal offense for the first time, and the crime of dangerous 
driving appeared in public view. The Criminal Law Amendment IX became 
effective On November 1st, 2015, which had enlarged and complemented the 
applying scope. The behavior of who engaged in school bus or passengers 
transportation are serious overcrowding or over-speeding and who endangering 
the public safety by violating the regulations of transporting hazardous chemicals 
are included in criminal law. 
In recent years, the theory of risk criminal law has got more and more 
attention and favors  in Chinese criminal law field.  Influenced by 
this,  criminal legislation has started  early characteristics of legal interest 
protection. However, along with the abstract potential offense is generated in 
large quantities, whether this tendency will threat citizen's freedom rights 
is likely to exacerbate concerns. Weighted too heavily toward safety rather than 
freedom, though could temporarily soothe the public anxious mood, but there 
are many defects from a long-term perspective. Therefore the study and 
reflection on establishing the crime of dangerous driving seems to be very 
necessary and important. This article tries to discuss related issues from multiple 
perspectives:  theoretical and practical, domestic and overseas, legislation and 
interpretation. 
This paper divided into three parts: introduction, body and conclusion, 
which the body has four chapters. 
Chapter one presents the realistic background and theoretical foundation of 
dangerous driving crime. Combing the realistic background part emphasizes on 
analyzing the unique issued time of Criminal law amendment VIII and Criminal 
Law Amendment XI, viewing the temporal social situation, deducing 













profound effects on Chinese criminal law theory by risk criminal law theory and 
positive general prevention theory. The positive general prevention and social 
management function in criminal law has been elevated to an unprecedented 
height, which has provided the fertile soil for the dangerous driving crime. 
Chapter two presents an overview of the current legal status of dangerous 
driving. The substantial law which has articles relate to dangerous driving at 
present is The traffic safety law of the PRC and the Criminal Law of the People's 
Republic of China,  combing the legal regulation condition from the field of 
administrative law and criminal law,  aiming to understand and grasp the logic 
starting point of dangerous driving in criminal law. Meanwhile, basing on the 
four elements of the traditional crime constitution,  infer to the crime 
constitution of dangerous driving, discriminating its legislative value orientation 
and justice cognizance. 
Chapter three discusses the legislation and reference on dangerous driving 
behavior in the main countries and regions. By sorting related law regulations in 
and out of China, which has an assist to understand and draw lessons from the 
legislative principle and mechanism of dangerous driving. But there’s some 
scholars  criticize the theory of risk criminal law is based on the description of 
attributive characters that the Post-industrialization society in the western 
developed countries. We cannot solve those problems in China by simply coping  
them. As referring to the abroad advanced experiences, we have alert to some 
countries turner a fairly extensive dangerous driving behavior into crimes. 
Chapter four focuses on the reflections of dangerous driving crime. 
Obviously we should ask the motivation and mechanism by turning those 
behaviors into crimes instead of others. Rationality, necessity and feasibility of 
reflections on dangerous driving should be examined. Rationality considered in 
accordance with both reason and law, necessity and feasibility analysis 
from multiple views of the regulation’s suitable, social effect,  judicial 
contestable and practical feasibility. Combined with specific cases and dates 
related to the empirical analysis, and puts forward the corresponding suggestions 
and countermeasures in the legislative and judicial lever in the end.  
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